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The object named Floppy0 is a device object, a special object type de-

fined and used by the I/O system. In the object manager namespace, the de-

vice object represents a launching point into a file system’s object domain,

one that the object manager knows nothing about.

When the I/O system created the device object type, it registered a parse

method for it. When the object manager looks up an object name, it suspends

its search when it encounters an object in the path that has an associated

parse method. The object manager calls the parse method, passing to it the

remainder of the object name it is looking for.

For example, when a process opens a handle to the object named

\Device\Floppy0\docs\resume.doc, the object manager traverses its name

tree until it reaches the device object named FloppyO. It sees that a parse

method is associated with this object, and it calls the method, passing to it

the rest of the object name it was searching for—in this case, the string

\docs\resume.doc. The parse method for device objects is an I/O routine. The

routine takes the name string and passes it to the appropriate file system,

which finds the file on the disk and opens it.

The symbolic link objects described in Section 3.2.1.3 are also translated

by a parse method. The symbolic link object type has a parse method associ-
ated with it. The method takes one name, substitutes another name for it, and

then calls the object manager to restart itssearch for the object. (If the new

name also contains a symbolic link object name, the parse method is called

again.)

The security method, which is used by the I/O system, is similar to the

parse method. It is called whenever a thread tries to change the security infor-

mation protecting a file. This information is different for files than for other

objects because security information is stored in the file itself rather than in

memory. The I/O system, therefore, must be called in order to find the

security information and change it.

Protecting Objects

Although naming, sharing, and accounting for system resources in a uniform

way are all good reasons for the NT executive to use an object model, probably

the most important reason is to ensure that Windows NT is a secure operating

system.

Operating system security is a battle fought on many fronts. A secure

multiuser system must protect one user’s files, memory, and other resources

from other users. It must protect the operating system’s data, files, and

memory from user programs. It should monitor attempts to bypass its security

features, and so on. The U.S. Department of Defense has identified features of
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The Object Manager and Object Security 

an operating system that make it secure. These features are categorized into
seven levels of security, each one more stringent than the last.7

At the Class C2 level, the initial target for Windows NT, the following
features must be present: '

5 A secure logonfacility requires users to identify themselves by entering
a unique logon identifier and a password before they are allowed ac-
cess to the system.

I Discretionary access control allows an owner of a resource to determine

who can access the resource and what they can do to it. The owner

does this by granting access rights to a user or a group of users.

3 Auditing provides the ability to detect and record important security-
related events or any attempt to create, access, or delete system
resources. It uses logon identifiers to record the identity of the user
who performed the action.

5 Memory protection prevents anyone from reading information written
by someone else after a data structure has been released back to the

operating system. Memory is reinitialized before it is reused.

Not all Windows NT installations will require all the security mechanisms that
the system provides. The security system, therefore, allows a system adminis-
trator to streamline the logon sequence, for example, or to adjust whether in-
formation is collected in an audit log and, if so, how much.

Facilities that are extremely security conscious, such as military installa-
tions, require an even higher level of security than Windows NT initially pro-
vides. Therefore, Windows NT is designed to evolve toward Class B2 security, a
level known as Mandatory Access Control, in which each user is assigned a
security clearance level and is prevented from giving lower—level users access
to protected resources. For example, in secure U.S. government facilities, one

user might have a “Secret” security clearance and another a “Top Secret”
security clearance. Mandatory access control ensures that the user with the

“Top Secret” clearance can never allow the former user access to any “Top
Secret” information, even by using discretionary access control. Similarly,
B2 security requires the recognition of “compartments,” the separating of
groups of users from one another. This type of protection is useful in indus-

tries such as financial security exchanges, in which inappropriate access to
stock offerings or mergers might create conflicts of interest.

 

'7. Department of Defense Trusted Computer System Evaluation Criteria, DOD 5200.28-STD
(December 1985).
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The Windows NT security system is multifaceted, but protecting objects

is the essence ofdiscretionary access control and auditing (and later, ofman-

datoryaccess control). The ideabehind Windows N'I'securityis to create a

gate throughwhidi everyuserofsystem resourcesmustpass. Becauseallsys-

tem resources that can be compromised are implemented as objects. the NT

object manager becomes the gate. One need not poke around in numerous

dark corners of the operating system to validate the integrity of Windows

N'I's security system; the critical security-related operations can be found in a
central location.

The following subsections examine object protection from two perspec-

tives: first, verifying the identity ofusers and, second, controlling which users

can access which objects.

@%T0kOfl8

In order to control who can manipulate an object, the security system must

first be sure of each user’: identity. Therefore, the first line of protection in

Windows NT is the requirement that every user log onto the system.

As Chapter 2, “System Overview." described, an integral protected sub-

system, the ssruvitynaloystsni, is responsible for authentimliatg uscrs—that is, for

verifying that the logon information a user supplies matches the information

storedinasocuritydatahase.Af’terthe securitysubsystemdeterminesthata

logon is authentic, it constructs an object that it permanently attaches to the

user's process. This object is called an aazss taken, and it serves as the proocss's

oflicial identity card whenever it trim to use a system resource. A sample ac-

cess token is depicted in Figure 3-8.

The first attribute shown in this example is the user’s personal security

ID, an identifier that usually corresponds to the user's logon name. In large

installations. a security ID might also incorporate the name of the user’s divi-

 
Flgtn 3-0. sample AcosssTo|ten
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